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ABSTRACT
We make a detailed analysis of the exact relativistic core-shell models recently proposed to describe a

black hole or neutron star surrounded by an axially symmetric, hollow halo of matter and in a seminal
sense also galaxies, since there are massive shell-like structuresÈas, for example, rings and shellsÈ
surrounding many of them and also evidence for many galactic nuclei hiding black holes. We discuss the
unicity of the models in relation to their analyticity at the black hole horizon and to the full elimination
of axial (conical) singularities. We also consider Newtonian and linearized core-shell models, on their
own to account for dust shells and rings around galaxies and supernovae and star remnants around
their centers, and also as limiting cases of the corresponding relativistic models to gain physical insight.
Second, these models are generic enough to numerically study the role played by the presence/lack of
discrete reÑection symmetries about planes, i.e., the presence/lack of equatorial planes, in the chaotic
behavior of the orbits. This is to be contrasted with the almost universal acceptance of reÑection sym-
metries as default assumptions in galactic modeling. We also compare the related e†ects if we change a
true central black hole by a Newtonian central mass. Our main numerical Ðndings are as follows : (1)
The breakdown of the reÑection symmetry about the equatorial plane in both Newtonian and relativistic
core-shell models (a) enhances in a signiÐcant way the chaotic behavior of orbits in reÑection symmetric
oblate shell models and (b) inhibits signiÐcantly also the occurrence of chaos in reÑection symmetric
prolate shell models. In particular, in the prolate case the lack of the reÑection symmetry provides the
phase space with a robust family of regular orbits that is otherwise not found at higher energies. (2) The
relative extents of the chaotic regions in the relativistic cases (i.e., with a true central black hole) are
signiÐcantly larger than in the corresponding Newtonian ones (which have just a [1/r central potential).
Subject headings : black hole physics È circumstellar matter È galaxies : structure È

relativity È stars : neutron

1. INTRODUCTION

We make a more detailed study, both analytical and numerical, of some exact relativistic solutions we recently proposed to
describe static, axially symmetric massive core-shell systems (Vieira & Letelier 1996a, 1997, hereafter VL1 and VL2,
respectively). We add in this way to the e†orts of modeling many situations of interest in astrophysics involving massive
shell-like structures around centers, as, for example, black holes or neutron stars surrounded by massive shell and ring
remnants. A nice illustration of this possibility is o†ered by the famous Supernova 1987A plus its physical rings ; see, e.g.,
Panagia et al. (1996), Meyer (1997) and Chevalier (1997). At least in a seminal sense, the model could also describe galaxies,
since there are many of them that exhibit massive rings (Sackett & Sparke 1990 ; Arnaboldi et al. 1993 ; Reshetnikov &
Sotnikova 1997) and shells (Malin & Carter 1983 ; Quinn 1984 ; Dupraz & Combes 1987 ; Barnes & Hernquist 1992), whereas
many others possibly have galactic nuclei hiding black holes (see Kormendy & Richstone 1995 for a review).

SpeciÐcally, we implement here a monopolar core (a black hole in the relativistic case) plus an exterior shell of dipoles,
quadrupoles, and octopoles. Obviously, these multipoles are shell-like Legendre expansions, i.e., their corresponding terms
increase with the distance in the intermediate vacuum between the core and the shell. Beyond its own applicability, the model
also points to the possibility of a realistic description of any axially symmetric relativistic core-shell conÐguration whose
approximation as a static system should be valid at some useful timescale, via a systematic multipolar Legendre expansion. In
fact, a further step in this program was Ðnally started in Letelier & Vieira (1997) by giving stationarity (rotation) to the
relativistic case of a monopolar core plus a purely dipolar shell. This is an important improvement, since real celestial objects
do rotate. The present analysis will be extended to rotating core-shell models in a forthcoming contribution.

Additionally, we consider the Newtonian counterpart of the relativistic model above, which was only sketched in the
previous works, and show that they could describe core-shell systems ““ per se ÏÏ interesting in astronomy. So, we can have
massive circumstellar dust shells around certain types of stars as by-products of their death ; see, e.g., Barlow et al. (1994) for
an example of (irregular) circumstellar shells around luminous blue variables and a review by Groenewegen et al. (1998) about
dust shells around carbon Mira variables. Another potential application for core-shell models is to the more speculative
possibility of hollow galactic halos of dark matter made of neutrinos recently considered by Ralston & Smith (1991), Madsen
(1991), and Barnes (1993). Moreover, we will see that the study of the relativistic core-shell model in parallel to its Newtonian
counterpart is useful also to clarify the physical content of the former one.

After (1957) and the KAM theory (after Kolmogorov 1954 ; ArnolÏd 1963a, 1963b ; Moser 1967) it became wellPoincare�
established that nonintegrability and hence chaos is a general rather than exceptional manifestation in the context of
dynamical systems (whether or not physical applications are concerned) (see Berry 1978). Given this ubiquitous fact, an
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important issue in astronomical modeling is to study which extent in phase space chaotic behavior rises in models that are
relevant to describe real systems and what its consequences are. For example, Binney (1982a) discusses the difficulties of
constructing stationary self-consistent models when a signiÐcant fraction of orbits is irregular, since they may not obey either
VlasovÏs or JeanÏs equations. Then, it is remarkable that a wide class of fully integrable potentials, the so-called Sta� ckel
potentials (Lynden-Bell 1962 ; de Zeeuw 1985 ; de Zeeuw, Peletier, & Franx 1986), are feasible starting points to describe, by
themselves or by adding perturbations, real disk, elliptical, or even triaxial galaxies. For more realistic tridimensional models
there is evidence for rounder and smoother mass distributions generating only relatively small fractions of chaotic orbits
(Schwarzschild 1979 ; Binney & Tremaine 1987 ; Evans, & de Zeeuw 1997), whereas Ñattening and/or sharpening ofHa� fner,
the mass distributions, for example, through increasing triaxiality and/or putting cusps and central masses to mimic black
holes, tends to increase the chaotic behavior and force us to take it into account (Gerhard & Binney 1985 ; Schwarzschild
1993 ; Merritt & Fridman 1996 ; Norman, Sellwood, & Hasan 1996 ; Merritt 1997 ; Valluri & Merritt 1998). On the other hand,
the emergence of chaos in two-dimensional models has more loose correlations with morphological aspects ; see, for example,
Binney & Spergel (1982), Richstone (1982), Binney (1982b), Gerhard (1985), and Sridhar & Touma (1997).

We address in this work also a numerical study about the chaotic behavior of orbits trapped in the bound gravitational
zones between the core and the external massive shell. Beyond its own applicability as seen above, we take advantage of
models that are generic within the class of axially symmetric core-shell distributions and, moreover, o†er exact relativistic and
Newtonian counterparts to be compared, in order to achieve some understanding about chaotic behavior related to two
aspects : Ðrst to the role of reÑection symmetries shared by almost all models in astronomy and astrophysics and second to the
consequences of treating exact central black holes as just Newtonian central masses.

In the Ðrst part of this article (° 2) we present analytical results concerning some properties like unicity and analyticity of the
relativistic solutions themselves, in connection with both the linearized core-shell solutions and the corresponding Newtonian
models taken as limiting cases.

In ° 2.1 we enlarge the relativistic solution presented in VL1 for a monopolar core plus a shell of quadrupoles and octopoles
in order to include a dipolar shell component. This complete solution was only outlined in VL2. In this latter reference it was
emphasized that the case of a core plus purely dipolar shell is physically nontrivial already in the Newtonian gravity ;
moreover, it was shown that the Newtonian dipolar case is integrable, in contrast with its chaotic relativistic counterpart,
which allowed us to characterize the chaotic behavior in this case as an intrinsic general relativistic e†ect. Here, we take
advantage of this striking di†erence of the dipolar case in order to reinforce the numerical conclusions presented in ° 3
concerning the nontrivial dynamical role played by the presence/absence of the discrete reÑection symmetry about the
equatorial plane on the chaotic behavior of the orbits.

In ° 2.2 we proceed to a full elimination of axial (conical) singularities (CSs) from the relativistic model, which was only
partially accomplished in VL1. In fact, CSs are not globally removable from either static or stationary many-body relativistic
solutions, since they are self-consistently demanded by EinsteinÏs equations to strut the otherwise unstable conÐguration
against its own gravity (see Robertson & Noonan 1968 and Letelier & Oliveira 1998 for a recent review). So, in the present
case the most we can do is really move them all outside the shell, thus obtaining a true vacuum in the intermediate space
between the core and the shell. We also discuss in this section the conditions for the Kruskal-type analyticity of the solutions
at the horizon of the central black hole and use both aspects to Ðnd the conditions under which the unicity of the models is
assured.

In ° 2.3 we present the linearization of the relativistic model in the multipole strengths via the so-called Regge-Wheeler
(RW) formalism. In particular, we see that our model exempliÐes the fact that CSs survive to the linearization process, their
presence in the intermediate vacuum being in fact an obstruction to the application of the RW formalism. This reinforces the
interpretation of CSs as a kind of singular matter distribution necessary to the dynamical consistency of static and stationary
relativistic models. In spite of being intrinsically relativistic manifestations, an adiabatic treatment of CSs in the Newtonian
limit allows for estimates concerning the emission rate of gravitational waves by two coalescing rotating black holes (Araujo,
Letelier, & Oliveira 1998).

In ° 2.4 we discuss Newtonian core-shell models, on their own, as well as limiting cases of the corresponding relativistic
ones. We put the structure of the relativistic models in the appropriate astronomical context and stress theHe� non-HeilesÈlike
physical content of the various terms present in them; in particular we see that the apparently naive constant relativistic
solution does in fact hide a relativistic homoeoid (see Chandrasekhar 1987 for Newtonian homoeoids).

The numerical part of this article is presented in ° 3 and deals with a study of the chaotic behavior of orbits trapped in the
intermediate vacuum between the core and the shell. SpeciÐcally, we shall explore in this section the fact that, due to its
generality, axially symmetric core-shell expansions are particularly suitable to study the dynamical role played by a discrete
symmetry of the model, namely, the reÑection symmetry about an equatorial plane, on the chaotic behavior of orbits. The
reÑection symmetry is present in the model if and only if the shell is of even type, i.e., if and only if 22n-poles, n \ 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . ,
occur in the shell expansion, and it is broken if we add any odd, 22n`1-poles to the expansion. The hypothesis of reÑection
symmetry is a widely spread assumption in astronomical modeling, and its twofold justiÐcation lies primarily in that too
many real celestial objects to be modeledÈfor example, stars themselves, star clusters, and galaxiesÈseem in fact very
symmetric with respect to a middle plane. Another reason for this symmetry assumption is that the resulting model gets
strongly simpliÐed in both analytical and numerical aspects. Of course, we do not expect the reÑection symmetry be realized
in nature exactly, so it is relevant to search for possible detectable dynamical e†ects arising from deviations of that symmetry.

A strong additional motivation for this numerical study is to compare from the point of view of the chaotic behavior what
happens when the presence of true central black holes is simpliÐed by reducing them to Newtonian central masses. This is a
common practice in current modeling, as, for example, in Gerhard & Binney (1985), Sridhar & Touma (1997), and Valluri &
Merritt (1998).
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Surprisingly enough, the numerical Ðndings show marked e†ects on the chaotic behavior of the orbits in the intermediate
vacuum between the core and the shell linked to the presence/lack of the reÑection symmetry in the relativistic, as well as
Newtonian, models. We also Ðnd strong quantitative di†erences in the chaotic behavior manifested in both relativistic and
Newtonian cases.

Finally, we present the conclusions with some discussion and prospects in ° 4.

2. ANALYTICAL RESULTS : EXACT, LINEARIZED, AND NEWTONIAN CORE-SHELL MODELS

2.1. T he Exact Model
We deal here with static, axially symmetric models, for which the Weyl coordinates (t, o, z, /) are the starting point :

ds2\ e2l dt2[ e2c~2l[dz2] do2][ e~2lo2 d/2 , (1)

where l and c are functions of o and z only. Except where units are explicitly required (particularly in ° 2.4), we use
nondimensional variables : s % s/L (idem for o and z), and t % ct/L where c is the light velocity in vacuum and L is some
convenient unit of length. EinsteinÏs equations in absence of matter (vacuum) reduce in this case to the usual Laplace equation
for l

l,oo] 1
o l,o] l,zz\ 0 , (2)

and the quadrature

dc\ o[(l,o)2 [ (l,z)2]do ] 2ol,o l,z dz (3)

for c.
Before proceeding, we mention that the Weyl coordinates should be considered somewhat deceiving if we insist in naively

transferring their image contents about mass conÐgurations to the Newtonian common sense. For example, the spherical
shape of the horizon of a black hole is compressed into a bar in WeylÏs coordinates, the interior portion of the black hole
spacetime being wholly discarded from the portrait. Apart from the well-known fact that the relativistic context is not cast in a
straight relation with the Newtonian one in strong regimes, they are mathematically sound, as will be clear later when we will
compare both versions of the core-shell models.

We pass to the prolate spheroidal coordinates (t, u, v, /), which have a direct link with the ““ spherical ÏÏ ones (t, R, h, /)
(R% R/L ) we will use later,

u \ R[ 1 \ 12[Jo2] (z] 1)2] Jo2] (z[ 1)2] , u º 1 ,

v\ cos h \ 12[Jo2 ] (z] 1)2[ Jo2] (z[ 1)2] , [1 ¹ v¹ 1 , (4)

or, in terms of o, z,

o \ J(u2[ 1)(1[ v2) \ JR(R[ 2) sin h , Rº 2 ,

z\ uv\ (R[ 1) cos h . (5)

Equations (2) and (3) are written in terms of u, v as

[(u2[ 1)l,u],u] [(1 [ v2)l,v],v\ 0 , (6)

c,u\
1 [ v2
u2 [ v2 [u(u2[ 1)(l,u)2[ u(1[ v2)(l,v)2[ 2v(u2[ 1)l,u l,v] ,

c,v\
u2[ 1
u2 [ v2 [v(u2[ 1)(l,u)2[ v(1[ v2)(l,v)2] 2u(1[ v2)l,u l,v] . (7)

In the prolate spheroidal coordinates u, v, Laplace equation (6) can be separated and solved in terms of standard Legendre
polynomials (see, for example, Moon & Spencer 1988, and, for relativistic applications, Reina & Treves 1976) :Q

l
,P

l

l(u, v)\ l\ ;
0

=
[a

l
Q

l
(u) ] b

l
P

l
(u)][c

l
Q

l
(v) ] d

l
P
l
(v)] . (8)

The particular solution picked out from the general one above is determined by the matter distribution whose model is
wanted. We are interested here in monopolar core plus shell-type models, so we are guided by the Newtonian case (to be
detailed in ° 2.4) to the speciÐc solution of the form (up to third order)

2l\ 2l0[ 2iQ0(u)] 2DP1(u)P1(v) ] 43QP2(u)P2(v) ] 45OP3(u)P3(v) . (9)

The coordinate is an integration constant and describes the monopolar core, which either reduces to a black hole if wel0 Q0set i \ 1 and identify 2L with the Schwarzschild radius of the core [in which case (t, R, h, /) above are SchwarzschildÏs
coordinates] or can be switched o† by simply setting i \ 0. The remaining terms correspond to the multipoles that originated
from the exterior shell of matter : dipole D, quadrupole Q, and octopole O (note the opposite sign convention for dipoles in this
deÐnition with respect to that appearing in VL2). The nontrivial character of shell dipoles in both Newtonian and general
relativistic theories of gravity has been anticipated in VL2, whereas shells made of quadrupoles plus octopoles were con-
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sidered in VL1. If nonmonopolar cores should be considered, we should add to equation (9) terms of the form Q
l
(u)P

l
(v),

lº 1.
Much more sophisticated multipolar relativistic treatments for core, shell, and core-shell models are considered by Thorne

(1980), Zhang (1986), and Suen (1986a, 1986b), respectively, in terms of higher order systematic expansions of the metric in de
Donder coordinates. Our approach is more modest at this stage and inspired only on the zeroth order, Newtonian limit of the
full relativistic situation.

The odd multipoles of v in equation (9) (D and O in the present case) break the reÑection symmetry about the plane z\ 0,
and we shall show in ° 2.2 that we need both D and O to be simultaneously either present or absent if we want to rule out
conical singularities of the intermediate vacuum between the core and the shell. We rewrite equation (9) as

2l\ i log
Au [ 1
u ] 1

B
] P(u, v) ,

P\ 2l0] 2Duv] 1
3
Q(3u2[ 1)(3v2[ 1)] 1

5
Ouv(5u2[ 3)(5v2[ 3) . (10)

After integrating equation (7) we obtain the corresponding solution for c :

2c\ i2 log
A u2[ 1
u2[ v2

B
] Q(u, v) ,

Q\ 2c0] c
D

] c
Q

] c
O

] c
DQ

] c
DO

] c
QO

,

c
D

\ 4iDv[D2[u2(1[ v2)] v2] ,

c
Q

\ [4iQu(1[ v2)] 1
2
Q2[u4(1[ v2)(1[ 9v2) [ 2u2(1[ v2)(1[ 5v2) [ v2(2[ v2)] ,

c
O

\ [ 2
5

iOv[5(3u2[ 1)(1[ v2)[ 4]] 3
100

O2[[25u6(1[ v2)(5v2] 2v[ 1)(5v2[ 2v[ 1)

] 15u4(1[ v2)(65v4[ 40v2] 3)[ 3u2(1[ v2)(25v2[ 3)(5v2[ 3)[ v2(25v4[ 45v2] 27)] ,

c
DQ

\ [4DQuv(u2[ 1)(1[ v2) ,

c
DO

\ 3
10

DO[u2(5u2[ 6)(1[ v2)(1[ 5v2) ] v2(5v2[ 6)] ,

c
QO

\ [ 6
5
QOuv(u2[ 1)(1[ v2)[(5u2[ 1)(3v2[ 1)] 2(1[ v2)] . (11)

This is the complete solution, which was outlined in VL2. The additional integration constant will be Ðxed in the nextc0section in connection with the elimination of conical singularities from the intermediate vacuum, whereas the integration
constant will prove to be necessary in assuring analyticity to the full core-shell solution at the horizon in the absence ofl0conical singularities. The terms proportional to i in and represent nonlinear interactions between the black hole andc

D
, c

Q
, c

Othe external shell.

2.2. Unicity and Smoothness Requirements
We shall be interested in two classes of singularities of the Weyl spacetime. The Ðrst one is the strong singularities that are

located in the points wherein the scalar polynomial invariants of the curvature tensor blow up. For a static axially symmetric
spacetime solution to the vacuum Ðeld equations we have only two nonvanishing invariants. They are (Carminati &
McLenaghan 1991) and where Cabcd is the Weyl trace-free tensor, which for vacuumw1 4 18Cabcd

Cabcd w24[ 116Cab
cdC

cd
ef C

ef
ab

solutions coincides with the Riemann curvature tensor. After some algebraic manipulations, they reduce to

w1\ 2i2M3p(l,z2 ] o2l,o2 l,z2 [ l,o/o [ ol,op) ] l,o2 (1] 2oc,o] 3ol,o) ] o2(l,z6 ] l,o6 )

] l,oz[6l,o l,z] l,oz[ 2(l,z c,o] l,o c,z)]] l,oo[3c,o(1[ 2ol,o)/o [ l,zz] 2l,z c,z]N ,

w2\ 3i3o~2(l,o/o [ p)(p[3o3l,o2 l,z2 ] o(1 [ 3ol,o)p ] 2l,o][ l,z2[c,o] 3l,o(1[ 2ol,o)]
] o3(l,z6 ] l,o6 )] rl,ozM2l,z[3l,o(1[ ol,o) ] ol,z2]] lozN] l,oo[3c,o(1[ 2ol,o) ] 4o2l,o3 [ ol,zz]) , (12)

where and i 4 exp 2(l[ c). In the present case, these scalars are singular on the position of the attraction centerp 4 l,z2 ] l,o2and will also be singular in some directions of the spatial inÐnity (the speciÐc directions will depend on the signs of D, Q, etc.),
in other words they are singular in the position of the sources of the gravitational Ðeld.

There is another class of singularities that does not show up in a simple way in the curvature, the so-called conical
singularities (CSs) (Sokolov & Starobinskii 1977). These singularities are in some sense like the distributions related to a
low-dimensional Newtonian potential, e.g., for an inÐnite massive wire the potential is /\ 2j log o, we have that the Laplace
equation, the analog to the curvature, gives us +2/\ 0 for whereas for o \ 0 we need to use some global property, foro D 0,
example, Gauss theorem, to get +2/\ 4njd(o). To be more precise, let us consider a conical surface, z\ ao, embedded in the
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usual Euclidean three-dimensional space ds2\ do2] o2 dr2] dz2, so that we have on the cone ds2\ (1] a2)do2
with and b2\ 1/(1 ] a2). Note that the coordinate range of as well as that of] o2 dr2\ do6 2] b2o6 2 dr6 2 o6 \ (1 ] a2)1@2o o6 ,

r, is the usual one. The ratio between the arc of the circumference and its radius is 2bn in this case. If we compute the Riemann
tensor for this last metric we Ðnd that for By using the Gauss-Bonnet theorem in this case, we can pick up theR

ürür\ 0 o6 D 0.
curvature singularity as being of the form R

ürürP d(o6 ).
It is well known that CSs arise when we consider WeylÏs solutions near the symmetry axis (Robertson & Noonan 1968 and

Letelier & Oliveira 1998). They are interpreted as a geometric consequence of the presence of some kind of ““ strut,ÏÏ necessary
to consistently prevent any static nonspherically symmetric model from collapsing due to self-gravity. In this sense, the
uniqueness of the core-type, one-body solution for the (static) spherically symmetric EinsteinÏs equation (namely, the
Schwarzschild one) should relate to the fact that it is impossible to attach struts in a perfectly round metric. For the Weyl
solutions, we can always consider a small disk centered in the symmetry axis o \ v, 0¹ r\ 2n) and require(t \ t0, z\ z0,that the ratio between the circumference and its radius equals 2n. This is the condition to eliminate CSs from the intermediate
vacuum (then attaching them to inÐnity), which amounts to imposing the well-known conditions of elementary Ñatness on the
function c

2c
K
o/0, @ z @;1

4 2c
K
u/@ z @,v/B1

\ 0 . (13)

These two conditions Ðx the constant and impose an additional constraint on the odd shell multipoles (D and O here) in thec0presence of the black hole :

2c0[D2[ 12Q2 [ 21100O2[ 310DO\ 0 , (14)
i[D] 25O]\ 0 . (15)

The condition (14) Ðxing is necessary in all cases to rule out the conical singularities. From equation (15) we see that thec0former is also a sufficient condition in two cases : (1) the shell of dust is left alone by switching o† the core (i \ 0), and (2) in the
presence of the black hole (i \ 1), the shell is made only of even-type multipoles (Q here). We also see that it is possible to
eliminate conical singularities for a single or pure shell component only if it is of the even type. Then, it follows that the
core-shell dipole solution presented in VL1, as well as those with presented in VL2, all have conical singularities sinceOD 0
they do satisfy equation (14) but not equation (15). If we include the necessary condition (14) in equation (11), we have the
following for c :

2c\ i2 log
A u2 [ 1
u2[ v2

B
] Q(u, v) ,

Q\ c
D

] c
Q

] c
O

] c
DQ

] c
DO

] c
QO

,

c
D

\ 4iDv[D2(u2[ 1)(1[ v2) ,

c
Q

\ [4iQu(1[ v2)[ 1
2
Q2(u2[ 1)(1[ v2)[u2(9v2[ 1)] 1 [ v2] ,

c
O

\ [ 2
5

iOv[5(3u2[1)(1[v2)[4][ 3
100

O2(u2[1)(1[v2)[(25u4[20u2] 1)(25v4[14v2 ] 1)

] 30u2v2(5v2[ 1)] 6(1 [ v2)] ,

c
DQ

\ [4DQuv(u2 [ 1)(1[ v2) ,

c
DO

\ 3
10

DO(u2[ 1)(5u2[ 1)(1[ v2)(1[ 5v2) ,

c
QO

\ [ 6
5
QOuv(u2[ 1)(1[ v2)[(5u2[ 1)(3v2[ 1)] 2(1[ v2)] . (16)

Here, it is explicitly seen that only the Ðrst terms in and respectively, do not vanish identically at v\ ^1. They cancelc
D

c
O
,

one another at those points only if we use the additional condition (15) in the equation above, which amounts to putting there
either i \ 0 or plus i \ 1. In the latter case, c Ðnally becomesD] 25O\ 0

2c\ log
A u2[ 1
u2[ v2

B
] Q(u, v) ,

Q\ c
Q

] c
DO

] c
QDO

,

c
Q

\ [4Qu(1[ v2)[ 1
2
Q2(u2[ 1)(1[ v2)[u2(9v2[ 1)] 1 [ v2] ,

c
DO

\ [2Ov(3u2 [ 1)(1[ v2)[ 1
4
O2(u2[ 1)(1[ v2)(75u4v4[ 42u4v2[ 42u2v4] 18u2v2] 3u4] 3v4] 1) ,

c
QDO

\ [2QOuv(u2[ 1)(1[ v2)(3u2[ 1)(3v2[ 1) , (17)
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if we remember that now D is present only through O.
An arbitrariness remains in the full solution, namely, the constant To show that it plays a nontrivial role in assuringl0.analyticity to the solution at the black hole horizon, we start by writing the solution in the Schwarzschild coordinates

(t, R, h, /) :

ds2\
A
1 [ 2

R
B
eP dt2 [ eQ~P

CA
1 [ 2

R
B~1

dR2] R2 dh2
D

[ e~PR2 sin2 h d/2 , (18)

with P\ P(u \ R[ 1, v\ cos h) and Q\ Q(u \ R[ 1, v\ cos h) given, respectively, by equations (10) and (11) with i \ 1.
At Ðrst sight we should expect that the singularity of this metric at the horizon remains only a coordinate defect, since all
metric functions here di†er from the corresponding Schwarzschild ones by well-behaved exponentials. To see what really
happens there, we go to Kruskal coordinates (V , U, h, /), deÐned as

(R[ 2)eR@2\U2[ V 2 ,

t \ 2 log
AU ] V
U [ V

B
, (19)

in order to eliminate the usual horizon divergence coming from the factor (1[ 2/R)~1. The new, Kruskal components gkl@ (x@)
are obtained from the old, Schwarzschild ones viagab(x)

gkl@ (x@) \ Lxa
Lx@k

Lxb
Lx@l gab(x) . (20)

The line element (18) reads in KruskalÏs coordinates as

ds2\ F2[[(1[ HU2)dU2] (1] HV 2)dV 2][ eQ~PR2 dh2[ e~PR2 sin2 h d/2 , (21)

where R (and hence u \ R[ 1) is implicitly, analytically given in terms of U, V by the Ðrst relation in equation (19), v\ cos h,
and F2 and H are deÐned by

F2 4
16
R

e~R@2eP ,

H 4 (1[ eQ~2P)(U2[ V 2)~1 . (22)

An inspection of equations (21) and (22) clearly shows that this metric is analytic at the horizon (u \ R[ 1 \ 1 or U \ ^V ) if
and only if H is analytic there. If we deÐne u \ R[ 1 \ 1 ] v, from which it follows that U2[ V 2\ v e(1`v@2), this amounts
just to imposing the Ðniteness of In fact, we see that with a constantlimv?0 H. Q[ 2P\ C0] f (cos h)v ] O(v2), C0depending only upon D, Q, and O, and f being a function only of cos h, so that the limitl0, c0,

lim
v?0

H \ lim
v?0

G
e~(1`v@2)

C(1[ eC0)
v [ eC0f (cos h) ] O(v)

DH
(23)

is Ðnite [and equals to [e~1f (cos h)] if and only if the condition holds identically. This additional constraint onC0\ 0 l0and readsc0
[ 2(2l0] 43Q)] [2c0[D2[ 12Q2[ 21100O2[ 310DO]\ 0 , (24)

which Ðxes We see that the analyticity at the horizon and the nonexistence of conical singularities are independentl0.conditions ; however, if the necessary condition for the absence of conical singularities (14) also holds, equation (24) reduces to
the following Ðrst-order relation

2l0] 43Q\ 0 . (25)

In any case both conditions taken jointly make the solution unique.
It is worth emphasizing that assuring analyticity to the metric at the horizon has nothing to do with removing either strong

or conical singularities from curvature invariants, since the vacuum between the core and the shell is free from strong
singularities, whereas the conical ones are removable from there through conditions (14) and (15) above. Second, however
Kruskal coordinates are historically linked to the question of geodesic completeness, this issue is not necessary to our
purposes. In fact, we use here the analyticity of the Kruskal coordinates near the horizon of the central black hole only to
assure that the shell is a truly controllable perturbation of the black hole in that region if expanded at any truncation order in
the shell parameters, in the same sense considered by Vishveshwara (1970) for linear perturbations. Relations (24) and (25)
show that analyticity near the horizon is a nontrivial property of the relativistic shells, having to be forced into the solution to
assure its analytic behavior there.

2.3. T he L inearized Model : Conical Singularities and the Regge-W heeler Formalism
We consider now the linearization of the solution with respect to the shell parameters, i.e., we consider the shell as a small

perturbation (e.g., formed by dust) of the central black hole geometry. Owing to the spherical symmetry of the Schwarzschild
background, it is assumed that any linear perturbation could be expanded in spherical harmonics, an approach due primarily
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to Regge & Wheeler (1957) to study the stability of black holes under small perturbations. We shall see that this is not true if
conical singularities are present, in spite of the fact that the perturbation we are dealing with is a perfectly linear one.

We Ðrst summarize the Regge-Wheeler approach. The metric is expanded as where is thegkl\ gklS ] vhkl] O(v2), gklSSchwarzschild metric, v is some small parameter, and is the general Ðrst-order perturbation of the metric. We put in thehkl gklEinstein vacuum equations where is the Ricci tensor, and obtain which leads to theRkl\ 0, Rkl Rkl\ 0 ] vRkl] O(v2) \ 0,
well-known Regge-Wheeler (RW) di†erential equations for the perturbation Before trying to solve thesevRkl \ 0 vhkl.equations, it is possible to expand in tensor spherical harmonics in the Schwarzschild coordinates (t, R, h, /) (seevhklMathews 1962 ; Zerilli 1970 ; Thorne 1980). falls in one of the two following general classes of perturbations, depending onvhklits parity under rotations about the origin performed on the two-dimensional manifold t \ const, R\ const : one class (the
even-type one) has parity ([1)l and its general (symmetric) form is

vhkl \

(

t

:

t

t

(1[ 2/R)H0lm H1lm h0lmLh h0lmLÕ
H1lm (1[ 2/R)~1H2lm h1lmLh h1lmLÕ
h0lmLh h1lmLh R2(Klm ] GlmL1) R2GlmL2
h0lmLÕ h1lmLÕ R2GlmL2 R2 sin2 h(Klm ] GlmL3)

)

t

;

t

t

Y
lm

, (26)

where is the standard l, mÈmode spherical harmonic ; Klm(t, R), and Glm(t, R) are the corre-Y
lm

(h, /) H
i
lm(t, R), h

i
lm(t, R),

sponding functions of the nonangular coordinates ; and we deÐne the partial di†erential operators L1\ Lhh, L2\ LhÕand[ (cos h/sin h)LÕ, L3\ (1/sin2 h)LÕÕ] (cos h/sin h)Lh.The odd class has parity ([1)l`1 and its general (symmetric) form is

vhkl\

(

t

:

t

t

0 0 [ f 0lm(1/sin h)LÕ f 0lm sin hLh
0 0 [ f 1lm(1/sin h)LÕ f 1lm sin hLh[ f 0lm(1/sin h)LÕ [ f 1lm(1/sin h)LÕ f 2lmL4 (1/2) f 2lmL5

f 0lm sin hLh f 1lm sin hLh (1/2) f 2lm L5 [ f 2lm sin2 hL4

)

t

;

t

t

Y
lm

, (27)

where and andf
i
lm \ f

i
lm(t, R) L4\ (1/sin h)LhÕ [ (cos h/sin2 h)LÕ, L5\ (1/sin h)LÕÕ ] cos hLh[ sin hLhh.The superposition of perturbations is valid in the linearized theory, so in the matrices above we can assume the Einstein

summation convention in the indices l, m (truncated at the convenience) for the case of a more general multimode pertur-
bation. We can simplify these matrices further by exploring the freedom to make arbitrary, Ðrst order in v, coordinate
transformations around (t, R, h, /). In particular, the matrices achieve their most simple or canonical forms in the so-called
Regge-Wheeler inÐnitesimal gauge (Regge & Wheeler 1957). Nonetheless, we do not need to go to that gauge here.

If we linearize equation (18) in the shell strengths we obtain for the perturbation vhkl

vhkl \

(

t

:

t

t

(1[ 2/R)P 0 0
0 (1 [ 2/R)~1([Q] P) 0 0
0 0 R2([Q] P) 0
0 0 0 R2 sin2 hP

)

t

;

t

t

, (28)

with P and Q given, respectively, by equations (10) and (11) after dropping the second-order terms in the shell strengths
appearing in those equations (remember that u \ R[ 1 and v\ cos h).

The linear perturbation (28) is a compulsory solution of the linearized equations since it is the Ðrst-order term ofvRkl\ 0,
the expansion of an exact solution of the full equations. Having in mind the axial symmetry of our static diagonal pertur-
bation, an inspection of it shows that it is a superposition of even-type modes only. Then, it should be Ðtted by the matrix (26)
with the terms l\ 0,1,2,3 and m\ 0 retained. We Ðnd that this Ðtting is impossible in general. In fact, the linearized solution
(28) is a Regge-Wheeler perturbation only if it satisÐes the following additional constraints (here i \ 1) :

c0\ 0 , D] 25O\ 0 . (29)
On the other hand, the RW formalism lies on a sound mathematical basis, namely, the multipole expansion theory (for a

review with emphasis in general relativity ; see Thorne 1980), so the reason for this drawback must have a physical origin. In
fact, as shown in Sokolov & Starobinskii (1977), a curvature (and hence a Ricci) tensor proportional to a Dirac delta term
centered at the symmetry axis corresponds to conical singularities. A certain energy-momentum tensor with this same
structure (it does not matter here how exotic they should be) arises in EinsteinÏs equations, and hence we do not have a true
vacuum between the core and the shell, as supposed from the beginning of the RW formalism. By comparing equation (29)
with the conditions (14) plus (15) with i \ 1 for SchwarzschildÏs metric, we see that the former amounts to ruling out the
conical singularities from the linear approximation. In other words, conical singularities survive to the linearization and their
presence is an obstruction to the application of the RW formalism. So, what is somewhat surprising in all this is that conical
singularities strutting the model against its own gravity persist after the linearization, contrary to the loosely accepted idea
that they should lie in the very nonlinear realm of general relativity.

2.4. T he Newtonian L imit of the Relativistic Models
We now consider the Newtonian limit of the model (18) in the Schwarzschild coordinates (t, R, h, /). We assume that there

exists a region D in the vacuum between the coreÏs horizon and the shell where the conditions of weak gravitational Ðeld and
slow motion of test particles occur. Then, EinsteinÏs equations reduce in D to LaplaceÏs equation for the Newtonian potential
', which relates to the metric only through the temporal component as The remaining components ofgkl g

tt
\ 1 ] (2/c2)'.

the metric are irrelevant to this approximation.
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Now, we consistently assume that D is far away from the horizon, where the Schwarzschild coordinates approximate to the
usual time plus the Euclidean spherical ones [we maintain the notation (t, R, h, /) in the latter approximation]. Next, we pass
to cylindrical coordinates (t, r, z, /) via z\ R cos h, r \ R sin h and expand the component of equation (18) to the Ðrstg

ttorder in D, Q, and O, to obtain after some manipulation :l0,

g
tt
\ 1 ]

A 2
c2
B
'4 1 ] 2l0[ 2

R
[ 4l0

R
] 2Dz

A
1 [ 2

R
BA

1 [ 1
R
B

]Q(2z2[ r2)
A
1 [ 2

R
BCA

1 [ 1
R
B2[ 1

3R2
D

]O(2z3[ 3zr2)
A
1 [ 2

R
BA

1 [ 1
R
BA

1 [ 2
R

] 2
5R2
B

. (30)

The equation above was presented in VL1 (without the dipole) in a rather obscure (yet correct) form for the sake of obtaining
the Newtonian limit. By assumption, the nondimensional constants satisfy moreover, R satisÐes R? 2 ino l0, D, Q, O o> 1 ;
the region D, so that the only place where R itself survives is in the term 2/R of equation (30), just that due to the monopolar
core with mass M. The Ðnal step is to rewrite the surviving terms with the unit of length L \ GM/c2 appearing explicitly
(remember that until now R stood for R/L , etc.). The result for ' is

'\ c2l0[GM
R

]Dc2
L

z]Qc2
2L2 (2z2[ r2) ]Oc2

2L3 (2z3[ 3zr2) . (31)

For comparison, let us brieÑy recall ab initio the proper Newtonian formulation : let the coordinate origin stay at the center of
mass of the monopolar core (with mass M), let z be the symmetry axis of the core-shell system, and let be the regionD

Nbetween the smallest and the largest spheres centered at the origin that isolate the inner vacuum from the core and the shell.
We have to solve LaplaceÏs equation in for the axially symmetric Newtonian potential. By using the standard LegendreD

Nexpansion, we arrive at the following gravitational potential felt by test particles evolving in'
N

D
N
:

'
N

\ [GM
R

[ G
C
I0] I1 z] 1

2
I2(2z2[ r2) ] 1

2
I3(2z3[ 3zr2) ] É É É

D
, (32)

where R2\ r2] z2\ x2] y2] z2 and x, y, z are the usual Cartesian coordinates. are, respectively, the constant,I0, I1, I2, I3dipole, quadrupole, and octopole shell strengths given by the following volume integrals over the shell with mass distribution
o(R, h) denotes the Legendre polynomial of order n) :(P

n

I
n
\
P P P

shell
o(R, h)

P
n
(cos h)
Rn`1 dV . (33)

Obviously, the regions D and above must have a nonempty intersection if the Newtonian approximation to the fullD
Nrelativistic case is valid, so we assume this and compare both expressions (31) and (32) for the potential in thusD / D

N
,

obtaining

K
l0\ [ m

M
] L

I0
m
K
> 1 ,

K
D\ [ m

M
] L2 I1

m
K
> 1 ,

K
Q\ [ m

M
] L3 I2

m
K
> 1 ,

K
O\ [ m

M
] L4 I3

m
K
> 1 , (34)

where m is the mass of the shell.
The question is ““ For which Newtonian shells are these constraints on the constants attainable? ÏÏ To exemplify, let theI

nshell be a homogeneous ring of mass m, radius a, and centered on the z-axis at z\ b, whose density in cylindrical coordinates
is o \ (m/2na)d(r [ a)d(z[ b). The integrals in this case areI

n
I0
m

\ (a2 ] b2)~1@2 \ a~1
A
1 ] b2

a2
B~1@2

,

I1
m

\ b(a2 ] b2)~3@2 \ ba~3
A
1 ] b2

a2
B~3@2

,

I2
m

\ 1
2

(2b2[ a2)(a2] b2)~5@2 \ [ 1
2

a~3
A
1 [ 2b2

a2
BA

1 ] b2
a2
B~5@2

,

I3
m

\ 1
2

(2b3[ 3a2b)(a2] b2)~7@2 \ [ 1
2

ba~5
A
3 [ 2b2

a2
BA

1 ] b2
a2
B~7@2

. (35)
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In the limit a ] 0 the ring reduces to a particle with mass m placed at z\ b, whereas if b ] 0 it reduces to a ring placed at the
equatorial plane with vanishing odd multipoles. In the case of m/M ¹ 1, and given the characteristic core length L \ GM/c2
(a relativistic parameter we know, but that can be crudely anticipated already in the Newtonian frame by assuming light can
be trapped by gravity like ordinary matter), we see that all constraints in equation (34) are satisÐed for, say, a ? o b o , L (for the
limiting case of a point particle at z\ b, we let a ] 0 and this condition become o b o? L ). Although intuitively expected, this
enlightening example realizes the criteria to overlap both theories, that is to say, to assure the validity of the assumption

and should be compared to the treatment made, for example, in Perry & Bohun (1992) for WeylÏs solutions withD / D
N

D É,
usual, decreasing core-type multipoles.

We discuss now the physical role played by the constant in the model. Obviously, in equation (1) is al0 l\ l0, c\ c0solution of equations (2) and (3) for any values of the constants By the preceding discussion, its Newtonian limit leads tol0, c0.the constant potential What is the physical meaning of a constant Newtonian potential ? It describes'
N

\ c2l0\ [GI0.either trivially the empty space or rather the interior of a very special class of matter distributions, the so-called homoeoids
(see Chandrasekhar 1987 and Binney & Tremaine 1987). The value of the constant potential inside a homoeoid is not
arbitrary ; its value is Ðxed by continuity requirements of the potential through the mass distribution of the homoeoid.
Homoeoids are thus gravitationally undetectable from inside. This shows that the constant solution above is a strutted,
relativistic version of a Newtonian homoeoid. If in addition we remove the conical singularity from inside the relativistic
homoeoid by letting (remember that conical singularities are not globally removable in static relativistic shell solu-c0\ 0
tions, since they are indispensable to strut the shell against its own gravity, so really moves them outside the shell), wec0\ 0
see that a simple rescaling of the time and the radial coordinate reduces the metric inside the homoeoid to that of Minkowski.
On the other hand, the condition (24) with D\Q\O\ 0 shows that if we add a black hole inside a homoeoid then the
metric does not extend analytically through the black hole horizon unless we maintain the ““ strut ÏÏ in place with strength

This is a nonintuitive aspect of the (relativistic) composition of a black hole with the rather simple homoeoidal shell.c0\ 2l0.An easy point that is worth emphasizing concerning the interpretation of multipolar expansions of core and shell types is
the following : core multipoles measure deviations from sphericity of central mass distributions, whereas shell multipoles
measure how much shells deviate from homoeoids, the latter being a rather large class of distributions in which homogeneous
spherical shells are very particular members.

We close this section with a brief discussion about the structure of the present Newtonian limit. It wasHe� non-Heiles
already pointed out in VL1 that the potential of the shell alone pertains to the family of potentials, yet it doesHe� non-Heiles
not suffice from its own to conÐne orbits in the intermediate vacuum (see the opposite signs of r and z in the quadrupole term
of eq. [31]). Although in practice we need to consider the full potential of a given galactic model, viz., its e†ective potential

The Hamiltonian H of a test particle with mass k is given in this case by'eff.

H \ 1
2k (p

r
2] p

z
2) ] k'eff ,

'eff \
1
2
A l
kr
B2 ] '

N
, (36)

where l is the conserved angular momentum of the particle associated with the axial symmetry of the galaxy (Binney &
Tremaine 1987). It is also usual to assume that galaxies have further a reÑection symmetry about an equatorial plane, in which
case the motion restricted to that plane is integrable, in particular having a central stable circular orbit at some Ðxed radius,
say, To study a nonplanar stellar orbit as a small deviation from the planar one, we perform a series expansion ofr \ r0. 'effin the variables thus approximating the full motion by a bidimensional harmonic oscillator perturbed by higher(r [ r0, z),
order terms. This is the very astronomical origin (after truncating the series and idealizing the numeric coefficients) of the
cubic polynomial, now a paradigm of nonintegrable potential. Some history about this potential in astronomyHe� non-Heiles
can be traced, for example, from Contopoulos (1960), Barbanis (1962), van de Hulst (1962), Ollongren (1962), and &He� non
Heiles (1964).

By adding the other terms to the terms originated from the shell expansion to form we are able to conÐne test motions'eff,in the intermediate vacuum around the central stable orbit. If the galaxy does not have reÑection symmetry around a middle
plane in the Newtonian case and D, in the relativistic one), planar central stable orbits are not possible, only(I1, I3D 0 OD 0
stable orbits of distorted, nonplanar type remain. We will return in ° 3 to the discussion of the implications for orbit regularity
of the largely assumed hypothesis of reÑection symmetry about middle planes in galaxy modeling.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS : REFLECTION SYMMETRY AND CHAOTIC MOTION IN RELATIVISTIC AND NEWTONIAN

CORE-SHELL MODELS

We study the chaotic behavior of orbits in the intermediate vacuum of Newtonian static axially symmetric core-shell
models and then compare them to the geodesics of the corresponding relativistic cases. It is amazing that this class of models
has relativistic and Newtonian counterparts to be compared ; there are even sound observational motivations for both.

SpeciÐcally, we analyze in both cases the role played by a discrete symmetry, namely, the reÑection symmetry around the
equatorial plane, in regularizing orbits against chaotic behavior. The hypothesis of reÑection symmetry is a widely spread
assumption in astronomical modeling, and its twofold justiÐcation lies primarily in that too many real objects to be modeled
seem in fact nearly symmetric with respect to a plane. On the other hand, the models are simpliÐed in both analytical and
numerical aspects by that assumption. Of course, we do not expect that symmetry be realized in nature exactly, so it is
relevant to search for possible orbital e†ects of its breaking. It is important to realize that all cases treated here preserve the
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axial symmetryÈthe next continuous symmetry after the missing spherical one, which allows us to isolate the dynamical
e†ects of only breaking or preserving the reÑection symmetry itself.

Another advantage of the present study is that it is model independent (of course within the class of models we are dealing
with) as we are focusing on general multipolar shell expansions instead of on speciÐc mass distributions.

All is made nondimensional again in this section by formally taking R% R/L , etc., H % H/(kc2),'
N

% '
N
/c2, p

z
% p

z
/(kc),

etc., and l% l/(kcL ) in equations (31)È(32) plus (36), such that the Newtonian system we consider comes from the Hamilto-
nian (R2\ r2] z2)

H \ 1
2

(p
r
2] p

z
2)] 1

2
l2
r2 [ 1

R
]Dz] 1

2
Q(2z2[ r2) ] 1

2
O(2z3[ 3zr2) . (37)

On the other hand, the geodesic system comes from the Lagrangean L%L/(kc) given by

L\ 12gabx5 ax5 b , (38)

where the metric tensor and the coordinates x0\ t, x1\ o, x2\ z, x3\ / are obtained from the nondimensionalgabinvariant interval (1), and the dot represents the derivative d/ds. The proper deÐnition of timelike geodesics out of the metric
interval furnishes the Ðrst constant of motion The Euler-Lagrange formulation of the geodesic equations isL\ 12.

d
ds

LL
Lx5 k [ LL

Lxk
\ 0 , (39)

from which the two additional constants of motion associated with the static nature and axiality of the relativistic system are
read out, namely, the relativistic energy h and angular momentum l deÐned by

h 4
LL
Lt5 \ g

tt
t5 ,

l 4
LL
L/5 \ gÕÕ /5 . (40)

The remaining two equations in (39) describe the dynamics for the variables o, z. We note that these o, z are WeylÏs
coordinates. From equation (5) we see that whenever the Schwarzschild coordinate R satisÐes R? 2 it approximates the usual
radial spherical one (denoted here by the same letter R), and the Weyl o, z approximate the usual cylindrical ones r, z. We
remember also that in the Newtonian limit (low velocities), so the relativistic energy h and thedt/ds B 1/g

tt
1@2 g

tt
B 1 ] 2'

N
/c2,

Newtonian energy of an orbiting particle with mass k are related through h B 1 ] E, and the correspondingE% k'
N
/(kc2)

angular momenta are related through lB l. We put and i \ 1 in this section. We impose the conditions (14) and (15)l0 \ 0
for the absence of conical singularities on all running relativistic situations presented below, except of course for the purely
dipolar shell. All Newtonian, as well as relativistic, sections (surfaces of section) shown here are made at the planePoincare�
z\ 0 (with the appropriate coordinate interpretation in each case).

In Figure 1 we present typical e†ective Newtonian potential wells for the bounded orbits we are considering (U denotes
and the positive parts of the potential surfaces surrounding the wells are cut). Figures 1a and 1c show cases of oblate and'eff,prolate potentials, respectively, both possessing reÑection symmetry about the equatorial plane given by z\ 0. Oblate cases

(Fig. 1a) have positive quadrupole strengths (Q[ 0), whereas prolate cases (Fig. 1c) have Q\ 0 (respectively, andI2\ 0
see eqs. [31] and [32] and, for the speciÐc case of a ring, eq. [35]). The presence of the reÑection symmetry implies theI2[ 0 ;

vanishing of all odd shell multipoles (D, O, and here). We see that the oblate case has only one unstable equilibriumI1, I3point (in the equatorial plane), whereas the prolate case has two of them (symmetrically placed outside the equatorial plane),
which is easy to understand in terms of the exterior oblate/prolate shell mass distributions. Figures 1b and 1d show the typical
deformation of the previous oblate and prolate cases, respectively, when we break the symmetry of reÑection about z\ 0 by
introducing nonvanishing odd shell multipoles (D, O).

On the other hand, the relativistic regime is felt in the situation we are concerned with mainly through the existence of one
more unstable equatorial equilibrium point in addition to those already present in the Newtonian potential. This intrinsically
relativistic additional unstable point is associated with the presence of the black hole at the center and marks the point above
which the orbits fall into the black hole. In the remaining, the relativistic potentials are qualitatively similar to those displayed
in Figure 1 for the Newtonian case.

We have made a wider exploration of the shell parameters, energy, and angular momentum than shown here, with largely
the same conclusions. The parameter values we actually chose to show are a compromise between the need to make consistent
comparisons and the sharpening of the e†ects we found.

The case of a purely dipolar shell has been anticipated in VL2, where we stressed that the monopolar core plus shell dipole
is nontrivial already in the Newtonian context. Moreover, we show that the Newtonian case is integrable whereas the
relativistic one is chaotic, which justiÐes the characterization of chaos in the purely dipolar case as an intrinsic general
relativistic e†ect. Here, we explore the fact that the Newtonian dipolar shell breaks the reÑection symmetry of the model
without breaking the integrability of the motion itself. Thus core-shell models provide us with two very distinct integrable
situations from the point of view of the reÑection symmetry : core plus dipolar shells (D cases), which do not have that
symmetry, and purely monopolar cores (Keplerian cases), which do have it. A typical section of an integrable D casePoincare�
is shown in Figure 2a.
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FIG. 1.ÈTypical e†ective Newtonian potential wells. U denotes and the positive parts of the full potential surfaces are cut. (a) Even (D\O\ 0)'effoblate (Q[ 0) shell. (b) Oblate shellÏs perturbation due to the presence of the odd shell multipoles D and/or O. (c) Even prolate (Q\ 0) shell. (d) Prolate
shellÏs perturbation due to the presence of the odd shell multipoles. Note that (a) and (c) have a plane of symmetry, which is broken by the odd multipoles in
(b) and (d).

First, we perturb both integrable conÐgurations above with a reÑection symmetry preserving, oblate quadrupolar term
(Q[ 0). Surfaces of section for core plus oblate quadrupolar shells (oblate Q cases) are shown in Figures 2b, 2c, and 2f,
whereas sections for core plus oblate dipolar-quadrupolar shells (oblate DQ cases) are shown in Figures 2d and 2e. These
Ðgures show that the breaking of the integrability of the D cases (without reÑection symmetry) by a quadrupole is much
stronger than that of the Keplerian case (with reÑection symmetry) by the same quadrupole. Moreover, Figure 2c shows that
chaotic behavior in the oblate Q cases is in fact present only in a residual, ““ microscopic ÏÏ level, Figure 2f illustrates the
robustness of the strong regularity of the oblate Q cases against the varying of the quadrupole strength, whereas Figure 2e
shows that the strong chaotic behavior in the DQ cases is very dependent on the energy, in contrast with the robustness of the
almost regularity of the oblate Q cases also with the energy.

Figure 3 shows the e†ects of introducing a reÑection symmetry breaking, octopolar perturbation on the two integrable
conÐgurations (D cases and Keplerian cases), and also on the almost regular oblate Q cases. Figures 3a and 3f show the e†ects
of a purely octopolar shell on the Keplerian case (O case) at two di†erent octopole strengths. We see that these e†ects are very
much stronger in comparison with the almost regular oblate Q cases. Figures 3bÈ3e show the e†ects of the various com-
binations of shell multipoles and conÐrm the dominance of the chaotic e†ects associated with the odd multipoles over those
related to the purely oblate Q cases. In particular, the enhancement of chaotic behavior associated with the breakdown of the
reÑection symmetry is reinforced by the oblate QO cases presented in Figure 3c in comparison with the oblate Q cases, and
Figures 3d and 3e conÐrm the strong dependence with the energy of the chaotic behavior associated with the lack of reÑection
symmetry.

Figure 4 shows surfaces of section for prolate quadrupolar cases (Q\ 0). Figures 4aÈ4c show the very much higher chaotic
behavior of the prolate Q cases in comparison to the previous quasi-regular oblate Q cases. This is to be expected in view of
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FIG. 2.ÈSurfaces of section at the plane z\ 0 of integrable Newtonian conÐgurations (D cases and Keplerian cases) perturbed by oblate shell quadrupo-
les only for the parameter values shown. Note that quadrupolar perturbations preserve the mirror symmetry. In all Ðgures L accounts for the nondimensional
angular momentum l. (a) Typical section of the integrable D case. This case does not have a plane of symmetry, in contrast with the also integrable
spherically symmetric Keplerian case. (b), (c), and ( f ) Perturbed Keplerian cases (oblate Q cases). (d) and (e) Perturbed D cases (DQ cases). Note that orbit
regularity is strongly broken (preserved) in the absence (presence) of mirror symmetry, this conclusion being robust against multipole strength variations.
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FIG. 3.ÈOctopolar components added to the shell, necessarily breaking the mirror symmetry. (a) and ( f ) Strong chaotic e†ect of perturbing(OD 0)
Keplerian cases with octopoles (O cases) (compare with the almost regularity of Figs. 1b, 1c, and 1f ). (b) Strong chaotic e†ect of octopoles on integrable D
cases (DO cases), which is fully expected as mirror symmetry is already absent from the starting. In (c) we break the reÑection symmetry of the almost regular
oblate Q case with octopoles (QO cases). (d) and (e) Full DQO case for two slightly di†erent energies, which conÐrms the strong dependence of the chaotic
behavior with the energy when the mirror symmetry is broken, in contrast with the robustness of the almost regular, mirror symmetric cases against energy
variations.
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FIG. 4.ÈProlate Q cases. (a)È(c) Illustration of the well-known fact that (mirror symmetric) prolate Q cases are strongly chaotic on their own and that
their chaotic behavior is highly energy dependent. We note in particular that the orbit bifurcations toward the chaotic behavior unusually start from the
central primary stable orbit itself rather than from the boundary. In (d)È( f ) we break the mirror symmetry of the prolate Q cases with di†erent combinations
of odd multipoles. This causes a strong regularizing e†ect on the orbits, in particular by restoring, of course in a distorted fashion, the whole family of regular
orbits around a primary stable orbit. Moreover, this restoration is robust against multipole strength, as well as energy variations.
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FIG. 5.ÈSome surfaces of section at the plane z\ 0 for the corresponding fully relativistic core-shell conÐgurations. The coordinates r, z represent the
Weyl ones o, z (see text for more details). In addition, in (a) we set (in the purely dipolar case conical singularities [CSs] are unavoidable), whereasl0\ c0\ 0
in (b)È( f ) we set and, in order to eliminate CSs, and D are given in terms of Q and O according to the conditions (14) and (15). The relativistic casel0\ 0, c0conÐrms the role of the presence/absence of the reÑection symmetry on the chaotic behavior of the orbits already detected in the preceding Newtonian
Ðgures.
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the prolate Q cases having two unstable equilibrium points (and hence su†ering the simultaneous inÑuence of the two
corresponding instability regions) instead of only one occurring in the oblate Q cases. These Ðgures also show that the central
primary stable orbit, deeply inside the accessible region, is strikingly the Ðrst one to bifurcate and drive the chaotic behavior
with the rising of the energy. The strong dependence with the energy of the whole set of bifurcations is also a distinctive aspect
of these Ðgures. In Figure 4d we show the e†ect of applying the perturbing prolate quadrupolar term on the integrable,
reÑection symmetry missing D cases (prolate DQ cases). We Ðnd that the absence of mirror symmetry in the prolate DQ cases
causes the opposite to that occurring in the oblate DQ cases, namely, the missing mirror symmetry greatly enhances the orbit
regularity in the prolate cases. Figure 4e conÐrms that the breakdown of mirror symmetry associated with the addition of an
octopolar term to the prolate Q cases (prolate QO cases) strongly reduces the chaotic manifestation of the prolate Q cases
themselves. In particular, Figures 4dÈ4f show evidence that the lack of symmetry introduces a robust family of regular
asymmetric orbits around a stable primary one in the bounded region. This regularizing e†ect due to the lack of mirror
symmetry in the prolate DQO cases is easily understandable in terms of the progressive lack of inÑuence of one among the
two unstable equilibrium points of the potential on the bounded region accessible to the particle if odd shell multipoles are
put in scene (cf. Figs. 1c and 1d).

We present in Figure 5 the Ðndings for the corresponding relativistic core-shell models. We choose for these Ðgures the
same nondimensional multipole shell strengths and angular momenta of the corresponding Newtonian Ðgures and, except for
the purely dipolar shell, we always eliminate the conical singularities (or ““ struts ÏÏ) from the intermediate vacuum by Ðxing c0and D in terms of Q and O through the conditions (14) and (15). Also, we always put here. The relativistic energy h isl0\ 0
chosen in each case to be close to that given by the approximate relation h B 1 ] E where E is the Newtonian energy.

Figure 5a shows a typical surface of section for a black hole plus purely dipolar shells (RD cases), where its strong chaotic
behavior has to be compared with both the almost regularity of the oblate relativistic quadrupolar case (RQ case) shown in
Figure 5b (its very small chaotic zones are visible if we zoom the cross-type regions between the islands) and the correspond-
ing integrable Newtonian D case shown in Figure 2a. (In particular, the smallness of the chaotic zones of the oblate RQ case
shown in VL1 occasioned the misleading statement made by us therein that these cases do not exhibit chaos, which was
promptly corrected in Vieira & Letelier 1996b.)

In fact, Figure 5b does not represent the full chaotic behavior possible to oblate RQ cases. As we saw above regarding the
relativistic counterparts of the Newtonian potentials, the relativistic oblate cases have one more unstable scape point (in fact,
an infall point into the black hole) innermost at the equator in addition to that one provided in both cases by the oblate shell
itself. Hence, if we vary the energy and the angular momentum so that both unstable regions are equally accessible by the
bound nearly equatorial geodesics, it is possible to enhance strongly the chaotic behavior of Figure 5b to encompass even a
signiÐcant portion of the more external region of the surface of the section (that associated with the nearly equatorial orbits).
We will see more about this enhancement for the relativistic cases below in Figure 5e.

Figure 5c shows a surface of a section for relativistic dipolar-octopolar cases (RDO cases). Remember that both odd
components are simultaneously needed in view of the o†-strut constraint (15). Figure 5d is the same for full oblate RDQO
cases. Figures 5aÈ5d show that the chaotic zones are greatly enlarged whenever odd shell multipoles are present, in contrast
with the almost regular oblate RQ case shown.

Figure 5e shows a surface of section for relativistic prolate cases (prolate RQ cases). It is to be compared to the correspond-
ing prolate Newtonian one (see Fig. 4b), in particular we note the evident Ðngerprints of the bifurcation series starting from
the originally stable central primary orbit already present in the prolate Q cases. We also see that the prolate RQ cases share
with the prolate Q cases the same relatively wild chaotic behavior as compared to the respective oblate (R)Q cases.

As in the Figure 5b, the dynamics would be more chaotic in Figure 5e if the angular momentum and the energy (unaltered
here for the sake of full comparison) were adjusted to allow all three of the unstable points of the relativistic potential (instead
of only the two related to the prolate character of the shell ; see Fig. 1 and the comments therein about the additional black
hole unstable point) to have stronger combined inÑuence on the motion. So, the remaining di†erences between the relativistic
Figure 5e and the Newtonian one (Fig. 4b) are due to the following : the central region (in the surface of section) is the only one
able to become chaotic in the Newtonian case, since its orbits are just those (nonplanar ones) that can reach the unstable
regions near the two unstable scape points symmetrically placed outside the equatorial plane, whereas the more external (in
the surface of section) quasi-equatorial orbits are regular, since they are far from those two points and under the strong
inÑuence of the equatorial stable orbit in the boundary of the surface of section. When we change the Newtonian central mass
by a true black hole then a third unstable scape point (in fact a rolling down point into the black hole) is placed innermost in
the equatorial plane. There is one more unstable region associated with it that can be reached, this time by the quasi-
equatorial orbits. The speciÐc combination of parameters of Figure 5e is such that the central, nonplanar orbits can feel only
moderately the inÑuence of the two scape points linked to the presence of the prolate shell, whereas the quasi-equatorial orbits
feel the nearby inÑuence of the unstable point associated with the black hole strongly. As we said above, other combinations
of parameters will allow a much stronger spread and eventually the overlapping of both types of chaotic regions.

Finally, Figure 5f shows the restoration of a robust set of regular asymmetric orbits around a primary stable one when we
break the reÑection symmetry around the equatorial plane by switching on the odd multipoles onto the prolate RQ cases,
much the same as occurred in the prolate Newtonian Q cases.

4. DISCUSSION

In the Ðrst part of this article we presented a unifying discussion concerning the properties and, more important, the
physical content of some relativistic, static, axially symmetric core-shell models on their own, as well as in connection with the
corresponding linearized and Newtonian models taken as limiting cases. The analytical and observational motivations for
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these relativistic and Newtonian models were also shown. This was accomplished in a reasonably self-contained manner in
the introduction and ° 2 and needs no additional comments.

In the second, numerical part of this work we explored the fact that the models (1) are generic within the class they pertain
and (2) have exact relativistic and Newtonian counterparts to be compared, to study the chaotic behavior of bound orbits in
the vacuum between the core and the shell.

SpeciÐcally, we Ðrst tested the relevance of the presence/absence of the reÑection symmetry around the equatorial plane for
the chaotic behavior of the orbits. We found consistent evidence for a nontrivial role played by the reÑection symmetry on the
chaotic behavior of the dynamics in both the relativistic and Newtonian cases. We summarize these Ðndings as follows : the
breakdown of the reÑection symmetry about the equatorial plane in both Newtonian and relativistic core-shell models (1)
enhances in a signiÐcant way the chaotic behavior of orbits in reÑection symmetric oblate shell models and (2) inhibits
signiÐcantly also the occurrence of chaos in reÑection symmetric prolate shell models. In particular, the lack of the reÑection
symmetry provides the phase space in the prolate case with a robust family of regular orbits around a stable periodic orbit
that is otherwise missing at higher energies.

The other point we addressed about the chaotic behavior of orbits was for the consequences of substituting true central
black holes by Newtonian central masses. We Ðnd that the relative extents of the chaotic regions in the relativistic cases are
signiÐcantly larger than in the corresponding Newtonian ones. Although not surprising in thesis, the strong di†erences
between both regimes are in order in view of the procedure found in the literature of simulating the presence of a black hole at
the core of a galaxy with a naive [1/r Newtonian term (see, for example, Gerhard & Binney 1985 ; Sridhar & Touma 1997 ;
Valluri & Merritt 1998). This approximation is certainly valid far from the black hole but not in its proximity, as is the case
here.

These Ðndings stress (1) the nontrivial role of the reÑection symmetry in both relativistic and Newtonian regimes, in
contrast with its universal acceptance in astronomical modeling, (2) the strong qualitative and quantitative di†erences
between relativistic and Newtonian regimes, in particular when dealing with orbits in the vicinity of black holes, and (3) the
intricate interplay between both aspects when they are simultaneously present.

The true dynamical aspect related to the role of reÑection symmetries on the regularity of the orbits refers of course to the
parity of the constants of motion (the famous third one in the present axially symmetric case) with respect to the coordinates,
as well as their power to regularize orbits in phase space. Translated to these terms, the Ðndings above are saying that the
additional constant of motion in question is by far more powerful whenever (1) it is an even function of the coordinates for
oblate cases, or (2) it is an odd function of the coordinates for prolate cases. Since the issue of Ðnding global or even
approximate constants of motion given the dynamics is hard if not feasible in most cases, the former procedure of simply
checking the presence/absence of reÑection symmetries is of much more practical interest.

Additional study is needed to see whether and how our Ðndings are extendable to more realistic conÐgurations, with and
without black holes/central masses. The obvious improvement is to Ðll the intermediate vacuum with some reasonable mass
distribution. Although this is far from obvious in general relativity, it is easy to do in the Newtonian context. For example, we
are considering just superposing our shell multipoles to some relevant potentials of celestial mechanics such as Plummer-
Kuzmin, Ferrers, and others and even triaxial potentials. They have one or more planes of symmetry, with or without axial
symmetry, and so we can perturb them with shell terms to verify similar e†ects to those we found.

Here we considered only tube orbits since we are interested in the e†ects of the existence of planes of symmetry on(l
z
D 0),

tridimensional motion (somewhat similar e†ects to those found here are seen in Gerhard 1985 for the restricted case of planar
motions with respect to the existence of one or more lines of symmetry). The model improvements above will allow us to study
the e†ects of breaking the reÑection symmetry also on tridimensional box orbits.

Meantime, the fully relativistic program is in progress. We have recently succeeded in giving rotation to a black hole (i.e., in
converting it into a Kerr black hole) plus a dipolar shell term (Letelier & Vieira 1997). There is increasing evidence for the
existence of black holes, particularly inside active galactic nuclei (Kormendy & Richstone 1995), which motivates us to
consider also rotating core-shell models in the same lines followed here.

The authors thank FAPESP and CNPq for Ðnancial support and Jorge E. Horvath and Andre L. B. Ribeiro for
discussions.
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